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A NOTE ON M-HYPONORMAL OPERATORS IN 
HILBERT SPACE

Young Sn< Park and Je Yoox Lee

1. I꺼;fodEcti©효

In thi동 paper H is a separable, infinite dimensional complex 
Hilbert space with inner product (•,・),and the Banach algebra 
of all bounded linear operators on H will be denoted by L
(H) . TwL(H) is called dominant by J. Stamfli and B. Wa
dhwa if, for all complex X, ran(T —X)CZ ran (? — %)* on 
equivalently, if there exists a positive number such that 
IKZ —人)서三 A么 11(7— 사川 for all f in H. If there exists 
a constant M>1 such that for all X, T is called M-
hyponormal, and if T is hyponormal. The purpose of
the present note is to give several properties of M- hypono- 
rmal operators, and show some relations when T is of M- 
power class (、N) or T is of class(N)・ Therefore we know 
that an power class is strictly larger than the class of 
hyponormal operators.

2. Preliminaries

Lemma 2.1 [13]. If T is an M-hyponormal operator^ then
(I) implies that T^x―zx for all zWC and (2) [ j(T

«(«+!)
— 2)이]*三 M —2 —\\{T — zy¥Xx\\ for all z^C, n=l, 2, •••.

Lemma 2.2. T is an M-hyponormal operator if and only 
if ——s) —(T—2；)(T—2：)*>0 for all z^C,
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Proof, If T is M~ hyponormal, then there exists a positive 
number M such that 11(? —z)*끼| -z)이| for all x
UH and for all z^C, and so \\(T—z)^x ||2=((T—2：)*x, 
(7—z)*“)M A査((7‘一z)e (T—z)z), and thus we have M2 
CT—z)^(T—z) — (T—z)(T—z)^>0. Conversely, if M2(T 
一z尹(Z—z) — (7 — z)(T—z)*20, then M2((T-z)^T-z) 
— >0, and so we have H(丁一z)*•지卩

<M2\\(T—z)x\\2. Thus T is an M-hyponornial operator.
Lemma 2,3 Ellj. From Lemma 2.2 the following state

ments are each equivalent to each other}
(1) T is an M-hyponormal operator^
(2) For each zWC、there exists an operator AzWL(H) 

such that T — z~(T—z)^AZt
Lemma 2.4 [12, Theorem B]. I厂T mad—T* are〕區*沪 

ponormal operators^ then T is normal.
We shall now give an example of an Af-hyponormal oper

ator which is not hyponormal.
Example 2. 5 匚L3]. Let 街广―be an orthonormal basis 

of a Hilbert space. Let T be a weighted shift defined by 
Tel — e2l Te2 = 2e3j and Tet = el+l for 泛3. Then 7秣。i=0, 
7冲2=气 끄*公=2。2 and for x>4.

3. Properties of M-hyponormal operators

Lemma 3.1 L5J. From Lemma 2.3 an operator Az is 
constructed as follows}

(1)厶£*((T—z)z) = (T — z)*“， (2) A^y = Q for every
y^(ran(T~z)y9 and (3) ||A2||<X.

Theorem 3. 2. T is an M-hyponormal operator if and 
only if there exists a positive contraction P such that (T — 
之)(7 一 之)*=/(7 — 2)*(T—z) and P commutes with (T — 
2)*(7 — 2).
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Proof. If T is an M-hyponormal operator, we have ((T — 
z)(T—z)*)2G/4((7一that is, ((7—z)(7一 

幻*((T—z)(Z—z)*)*V(M2)2((T—z)*(Z—z)) ((丁一z)*(T 
一z))*. It follows from Lemma 3.1 (1) that (T一n)(「—z)* 
=(T—z)^(T—z)AZj and so we have (Z—z)(7L—z)* = 4户 

(T—2). So we put P — A^. Then it is clear by 
lemma 3.1 (2) 반lat (F(Hh + ©2), ^1+^2) — (^1,^1) + 
+ (R%Zi) + (Rx：2,必=(7云1户1)>0 for every gW ran(T 

—板)히、/一z) and a：2U(ran(T—2)*(Z—n))丄. Also, we have 
by Lemma 3.1 (3) that |0产||니|4」旧描, and thus P = AZ^ 
is a positive contraction. Since P is a positive operator on 
H, P is self-adjoint, that is,厶产=厶釘 Thus we have P(T 
-z)*(T-2)= (T-z)(T-^)*=((T-z)(T-z)*);f; = (P(T- 
z)*(T —z)尹=(ZJz)*(攵一hence.P carnrrniteS- with (T 
—z)*(Z—z). Conversely, if there exists a positive contrac
tion P such that (Z—z)(T—z)* = P(7「一z)*(T—z) and P 
commutes with (Z—z)*(7—z), then we have ((T—z)(T— 
2)*)2 = F2(7 一2)*(/ — 2))2它((丁一2)*(7 — 2))2=以4((丁一2) 

*(7、一z))2 for positive number M・ Therefore (T—s：)(T—2：)* 
<M2(T—2:)*( T—2), and thus it follows from Lemma 2. 2 
that T is an M-hyponormal operator on H.

Lemma 3. 3 [1, Proposition 2]. If T is a bounded linear 
operator such that T^T commutes with T^+T then 4T*T 
-(T* + T)2>0.

Lemma 3,4 Ell, Corollary 8丄 If T is M-hyponormal. N 
is normal and TN=NT then T+N is an M-hyponormal 
operator.

Theorem 3. 5. If T is an M~hyponormal operator such 
that T*T commutes with T*+ T and TC=CT, where C 
is any one root of the equation (z —T*)(s; —T) =0 for zW
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G then 7* + C* is an M-hyponormal operator.
Proof. If T is a bounded linear operator such that 

commutes with T^+ T, it follows from Lemina 3. 3 that 4T* 
T-(T* + T)2>0. Put C=(7저字)…%叮-(T* + Z)2 

Then it i응 clear that C is normal, and also C* is normal. 
From [3] it is obvious that TC* = C*T, hence it follows 
from Lemma 3.4 that T+C^ is an Af-hypono호mal operator.

Corollary 3.6. If T and 71* are M-hyponormal operat
ors then T+T* is an M-hyponormal operator.

Proof. Since T and 7* are M-hyponormal operators, it 
follows from Lemma 2. 4 that T is normal, and thus T+T* 
is an M-hyponormal operator.

Lemma 3.7 [12, Theorem Ij. Let T be M-hyponormaI 
and suppose that TX=XT* for Xw£(H). TThen 7啄X二 

XT.
Lemma 3.8. If A and B are M-hyponormal and AX= 

XB^ for XwL(H), then A*X=XB.
Proof. From Lemma 3.7.
Theorem 3.9. If T and A are M-hyponormal and TAZ 

= 4/4* where Az is a bounded linear operator in Lemma 
3.1, then ranAz reduces T and Ker^T—z) reduces A.

Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.8 that TAZA^=AZA^A* 
=^AzA^T9 and thus T commutes with 瓦&*• Since A2A^ 
is self-adjoint, &4产 is normal, and ran(A2*)=ran 
Therefore AZAZ* is the projection。효 ran Az, Since T com
mutes with A2A2^9 ran Az reduces T. Similarly, it is obv
ious by Lemma 3.8 that A^AZA=A^T^AZ=( TA^AZ— 
AA2*AZ9 and 나ius A commutes with A*AZt Also A^AZ is 
normal and Ker(=KerAz. Thus A2*AZ is 난le proje
ction on Ker &. Since A commutes with Az*AZf Ker As 
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호educes A, From Lemma 3.1 R. G. Douglas [2： has obtained 
that there exists a unique bounded operator A2 such that Ker 
Az=Ker(T—s：). Therefore Ker(T—z) reduces A.
Theorem 3.10. Let A and B be M- hyponormal operators 
such that AX—XB^ for XwL(H). Then A is a linear 
combination of four unitary operators each of which comm
utes with XX*.

Proof. By Lemma 3.8, A commutes with XX* and XX* 
is normaL Let A = H+iJ be the Cartesian decomposition of 
A, where H=-*~(X+X*) and J=-志-(X —X*). Then H

4 ZZ
and J commute with XX七 It can assumed that H and J are 
contractions, and thus H士/(/一上尹)* and iJ土(I—J흐')* are 
unitary, commutes with XX% Since 广)+

(H一认/一丑 2)))+(u+(/一丿宇)十(灯一 q-j2)£)=2H+2U, 
4 = span{(H + z'0 一 五2仲)，-广)" 
(宥一(「板宇)}.

We shall consider a class £ of operators T satisfying the 
inequality T^T>{ReT')2. By Che-Kao Fong, Vasile I. 
Istratescu [10] every hyponormal operator is in 匚 Now we 
shall show an example of an Af( =3)-hyponormal operator T 
if T is in 匚

Lemma 3.11 E10, Proposition 2•匸.If T is in X and z is 
a real numberthen T — z is in X

Example 3.12, Let TwL(H) be in £. Then T is an. M 
(=3)-hyponormal operator.

Proof. If z is real number, by Lemma 3.11 it sufficient to 
consider the case when z = 0. Then we have (||T*x|| —1| 
幻기])2니|7光디|2+ 기|2一II기|m]|(Z+7*) 긔|2= 
\\2Re 7L이|2—4(Re <^(T^Tx, x} = (2|\T1)2, and
thus 져七리I 丄 3||丁기|・ Therefore it is clear that ||(7」
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Ij < 3j|(T—for all and all real number z, hence 
T is an =3)'hyponormal operator.

Corollary 3.13. Let TwL(H) be in £・ 7/(7*—z)Mzc=0 
for all real number z and some Then T^x^zx.

Proof. It follows from Example 3.12 that T is a 3-hypo- 
normal operator. From Lemma 2.1 (2) it is clear that |j(7,— 

hC^+1)
<3―2 and so \\(T—z)x\\n+1^ 0

implies Tx=^zx. Thus, in view of Lemma 2.1 (1), Tx^=zx 
implies T^x^zx.

4. An operator of M-power class (N)

We consider the following subset of M-hyponormal opera
tors^ T satisfies the adaitfen praf^rty that for alLz一iiL솨犯 

complex plane, all integers n and all zWH, \\(T—z}nx\\2^ 
M\\(JT—z)2nx\\ 이|・ We call an operator with these prop- 
e호ties an operators of power clas응 (N). [8]. From a class 
of operators on H the operator T is said to be of class (N) 
ifzuH, I成||=L \\Tx\\^\\T^x\\.⑼.

Lemma 4.1. [6, Lemma 2] Let T be of class (AT). Then 
I\Tn+lx\\22：\\Tnx\\2\\T2x\\ for every unit vector ewH and 
nil.

Lemma 4.2. If T is of M-power class (2V), then the 
spectral radius r(T) cf T is not equal to ||T||. But if T 
is of class then ||T||=r(T).

Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that ||T|| 
=L It follows from [9, Lemma J that there exists a sequence 
{而J such that Ik이| =〕L and lim ||7勺시| = 1. Since T is of 
M-power class (A「)，it is obvious that l = lim||Txw||2 lim

jj —» OS M—，8

\YT2x^\ which yields ||Z2H - For all integer n we have
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\\T2n\\ 2房二 by Induction. Thus r(T)=Iim||TM||"= Iim|| 
-l-r-L 乙 ~ 丄 —♦ 8 蠶—>8

7,2찌片匸 s=2m),〉Iim J冬「)*=L Since||T|| = 1, -志 

\\T\\^^<l<r(T\ that is, ^\\T\\<r{T). If T is of 

class (N\ then the inequality ||7Z:||y||7h|| holds for n 
=2. Suppose that for the case n = R the inequality ||7七이|"三 

||7개■지I holds. If n = k + l, then it follows Lemma 4.1 that 
||7개&||2싀|7개기I이0%기I 싀口七이I씨I「이|2니I「히]2g), and 

so the inequality \\Tk^lx\| > | \Tx\\k+1 holds. Therefore, we 
have r(T) = lim \\TA\p = ||T||

Example 4. 3. [8]. From Example 2. 5 T is of M-power 
。鬲뮪一(N)-and r(T)7=||T>；.

Example 4.4. Let T be a hyponormal operator. Then T 
is of class (2V) and r{T) = \\T\\.

Proof. Since \\Tx\\^ = (Tx, Tx} = {T^Tx9 x) < \\T^Tx\ | 
< T is of class (A'). It is clear, by Lemma 4. 2, that
广 (T) 니 Sl.

Lemma 4. 5. [8, Theorem 2.13 If T is of M-power class 
(、N) and then T~l is also of M-power class
(N).

Theorem 4. 6. If T is of M-power class (N) and 
L(H), then 刀阮 = 伐: 이 龙 = 2,3，…, \\T~lx\\=^
M} is invariant under T~l

Proof. If T is of M-power class (N), it follows from 
Lemma 4. 5 that T~l is of M-power class (N). Let x^mT 
and ||지| =1. Then we have ||7“气이]2三]拔||7"七끼|, and thus 

also |2<M|]T-2(m+1)x||. It is clear, from the De
finition of mT that WT'^^W = sup < M. Thus we

(Irl1=1
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have 二財 11 T~^x\\2< || T'2^x\|<|| T^W || T^xW < M

||7」七이|. Since \\T~lx\\=M> 1, it follows that
||2vM"广七이住 끼卩, hence ||丁"(广赤川 三润]7」云||.

Therefore, mT is invariant under 7」'.

Remark 4.7. If T is of M-power class (IV) and T'1 U乙 

(H), then \\(T<M3\\(T — z)~2x\\ for all kWH, 
||・이| = 1, and for all z in resolvent set of T, p(T).

Proof. It follows from Lemma 4. 5 that T*1 is of Af-power 
class (N), and so we have !|(^ — z')~1x\Yi<M\\{T — zy2x\\ 
for all Ngp(T) and for 龙=L Since T is M-hyponormal, it 
is clear, by the inequality； (T—^)(T—z)*<M2(T—2:)*(T — 
z), that (T—zYl(T—z)^~l<M2(T——2：)"1 holds, 
hence it follows that | j (T^5 —| <M\\(T—z')~lx\\ for all 
zWp(T、). Thus, we have ||(Z*— 乏)-七히|호WM’I|(7‘一矿厂赤IF 
<M3|\{T—zy2x\I for all zWp(T),
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